About Nightingale Groundcare
During the past 10 years we’ve been involved in projects for supermarkets and retail parks;
for company headquarters and sports grounds; for colleges and schools; for urban regeneration
and for large country homes.
We specialise in enhancing your existing area and then looking after it, but we can also provide initial
design concepts if required. We’re particularly experienced in ecology and health and safety, and are
happy to guide you through these challenging areas when you’re starting out on new projects.
As your landscape contractors we will prepare estimates, supply labour and equipment and
keep your grounds up to the highest standard – whatever the weather! By the way we are not as
expensive as you might think, unlike some other contractors, we have flexible budget offerings and
we’ll spread the costs for you across the year through equal monthly installments, instead of billing
you more highly during intensive periods of maintenance.
For specific areas of expertise within our corporate and domestic teams please look at the enclosed
information. However, regardless of your requirements we’re happy to confirm the following:
NPTC Certificate of competence held in use of pesticides and in chain saw
and related operations
Approved by Safety Management Advisory Services Ltd
A full contracting member of The British Association of Landscape Industries (BALI)
We hold Safe Contractor certification status in recognition of reaching the
Safe Contractor health and safety standards
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Corporate Landscaping & Grounds Maintenance
Ignore or Improve? What’s your view?
We can’t imagine that you would want to ignore the condition of your costliest overhead.
After all, improving your grounds will:
Demonstrably display your success as a business
Create the best possible first impression to your potential clients
Provide a pleasant environment which brings out the best in your employees
Our corporate maintenance team has considerable experience in all aspects of enhancing your green
spaces, by adding new landscape elements or maintain existing ones. This includes:
Grounds Maintenance

Landscape Design and Construction

Complete Weed Control

Site clearance and preparation

Hedge cutting/Tree surgery

Creation of open spaces

Grass Cutting, Turfing and
grass seeding		

Building of walkways, terraces
and car parks

Pest control

Installation of lighting and signage

Leaf and litter collection

Tree and ornamental shrub planting

Top soiling and bark mulching

Irrigation systems

It is our policy to minimise disruption caused by site visits and we work with you to have a complete
understanding of any particular operating and maintenance constraints. We are proud of our good
working relationships with our clients and continually monitor our staff to meet or exceed your
requirements and strive to deliver the highest level of customer satisfaction at all times.
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Domestic Garden Services
Endure or Enjoy? What’s your view?
Gardening can feel like a bit of an endurance test at times – all that bending and stretching;
mowing and edging, weeding and mulching; planting and pruning; fertilising and watering…
So how about letting us do all hard work so that:
You can simply relax in your garden
You have more leisure time with your friends and family
Your property has kerb appeal if you are trying to sell
Your garden is at its very best to host that special celebration
We will:
Mow, water and aerate your lawns (lawn treatment)
Plant new areas or re stock old ones to give you all year round colour
Keep your patios, paths and flower beds clear of weeds
Trim shrubs, climbers and trees at the right time to keep them at their best
Maintain hedges and fences
We have an excellent relationship with our clients and have a good local reputation for hard work
and reasonable rates, please check us out on www.checkatrade.com.
“My trees and shrubs have never looked so good. I would recommend them”
“Always reliable and hardworking on many jobs over 10 year period”
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Frequently Asked Questions
Once you have given me a quote for a particular job, how long will that last?
All our quotes are valid for a minimum of 60 days.
Am I tied into a contract?
It is actually less expensive for you to ask us to take on a maintenance contract for a fixed period of
time than it is for us to work for you on an ad hoc basis.
But can I use you for a one off project?
We are delighted to assist you on an ad hoc basis but please do give us reasonable notice to
schedule your work in during our busiest periods.
How often do you come to us if we are on a contract?
This depends on the size of your grounds, the amount of work you would like us to undertake on a
regular basis and your budget. This is one of the things we work out with you when we meet you to
discuss a quota.
Can you deal with very tall trees?
Yes, this is not a problem. We are certified to use mobile elevated work platforms to deal with these.
Can you look after ponds, lakes and swimming pools?
We can install and maintain all of these. According to your exact requirements we may work with
some tried and tested local companies.
How can we be sure of the standard of your work?
We are members of The British Association of Landscape Industries (BALI) who have really stringent
membership conditions including the visiting of a selection of sites from the past two years, ten
references and ongoing vetting by fellow members , clients and BALI themselves – for further
information visit www.bali.org.uk.
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Complete Weed Control
Despite what you might imagine, controlling weeds is not just about that all important first
impression – although weeds around your premises will certainly not portray your business as
successful and dynamic!
Of course weeds are unsightly but, more seriously, they can present a considerable trip hazard and
may contribute to health problems in your place of work.
Their persistence is legendary. Annual weeds like Groundsel can produce 1,000 seeds and will
continue to thrive right through a mild winter. Some Perennial weeds will put down deep tap
roots and any small piece which remains in the ground will lead to new growth. Others spread
rapidly though creeping rhizomes that spring from the tiniest fragment these include couch grass,
bindweed, ground elder, nettles, rosebay willow herb, Japanese Knotweed, and bracken.
The most invasive of these is Japanese Knotweed which can grow up to 10cm a day and is capable
of exposing weaknesses in buildings, foundations, concrete and tarmac. Because of this you could
be subject to third party litigation where damages may be sought for allowing Japanese Knotweed
to spread onto other properties AND Planning permission can refused without an eradication
programme in place for the infestation.
For all these reasons any parts of this plant and all soil contaminated with the rhizome are classified
as controlled waste and there are clear guidelines around its legal disposal. Not only are we well
versed in this but all of our operatives carry PA1 and PA6a certificates in competence in the safe use
of pesticides.
We have flexible budgets to suit all requirements from residential to commercial and industrial.
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Tree Services
The skilled survey and pruning of trees for reasons of conservation, aesthetics or safety requires
sound arboricultural knowledge, as well as an understanding of the individual characteristics of a
species and an assessment of its environment and location.
Although we do cut down some trees for safety reasons such as split tree trunks, broken branches,
tree root problems or storm damage, modern arboriculture is mostly about the maintenance of trees
in urban environments and the conservation of trees to help them develop and grow.
This will include:
pruning methods which remove dead wood or defects to encourage the tree
to grow with a sound structure
selective removal of lower branches to prevent damage by passing vehicles
or to prevent tree climbing
the thinning of the canopy to reduce wind resistance, water take-up and the size
of a tree within a restricted environment
The high standard of our technical work is underpinned by the fact that all of our operatives carry
relevant certification in chainsaw & related operations. We also have the appropriate certification
for mobile elevated work platforms (MEWP) enabling us to work on the largest of trees. We are fully
versed with Health and Safety requirements and carry appropriate insurance.
If you require a tree survey and quotation please e-mail us via info@nightingalegroundcare.co.uk
or telephone 01794 323606 today.
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Site Clearance
Site clearance can be the crucial first step in any building or landscaping project. Indeed woodland,
scrub, brown field and derelict sites all pose their own challenges. Our non hazardous site clearing
services meet the tightest deadlines and include the filling in of ditches and leveling of the area as
well as the removal of walls, hedges, trees and other vegetation. It can also involve the removal of
fly-tipped materials.
Working in a thorough and cost effective way, we additionally undertake the removal of invasive
weeds which can be a serious problem to developers. The most invasive of these is Japanese
Knotweed which can grow up to 10cm a day and is capable of exposing weaknesses in buildings,
foundations, concrete and tarmac. Because of this you could be subject to third party litigation where
damages may be sought for allowing Japanese Knotweed to spread onto other properties AND
planning permission can be refused without an eradication programme in place for the infestation.
We are able to quickly and efficiently remove trees and stumps leaving a blank canvas for property
development. The high standard of our technical work is underpinned by the fact that all of our
operatives carry relevant certification in chainsaw & related operations. We also have the appropriate
certification for mobile elevated work platforms (MEWP) enabling us to work on the largest of trees.
We are fully versed with Health and Safety requirements and we carry appropriate insurance.
Since, mature trees can add amenity value to a proposed building plot so we can undertake tree
surveys and tree reports prior to site clearance and advise on trees to be retained. We can then work
with you on protecting trees not being cleared as part of the site redevelopment, advise as to what
materials to use and provide on-site attendance to supervise root protection during clearance and
construction work. We are happy to complement the finished show house or development with our
landscaping services. This can bring also bring added value to the property and ranges from simply
bringing in top soil and laying turf, to providing planting; constructing patios, paths and gravel
driveways or installing decking, ponds and other hard landscaping features.
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